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Last fall, Signet Electronics used an opportunity in its home state to deliver a powerful message of what the company can offer
K-12, responding to and posting a PDF link
to the Massachusetts Task Force Report on
School Safety and Security presented to the
administration of then-Gov. Deval Patrick. Noting its 40 years of experience, the
integrator hit upon the leading issue K-12
clients continuously face and marketed “The
Signet Solution” featuring five layers of a
district-wide, electronic safety solution.
Signet spells out up front that it “will
phase in your systems-solutions over multiple budget cycles.” Without getting into
specifics, the five layers address actionable response to: notify; validate/escalate;
monitor, command and control; record; and
access remotely.
Denver-area Beacon Communications
experienced a surge following the Columbine
tragedy in 1999 that really hasn’t slowed as
the integrator continues to prove its value
to the K-12 community. “What they wanted
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Why are K-12 schools and
districts in good hands with
your integration firm?
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closely to continue to improve the training
experience for the customer,” says Ray Bailey, president, Lone Star Communications

from us was to be able to talk to the rooms,
and listen and monitor each of the rooms,”
says semi-retired managing partner and
CEO Michael Hester. “Intercom [sales] went
through the roof. We’ve sold about 800 school
systems — over 50 a year for 17 years.

What challenges are you
facing in 2015?

Sharp’s Audio Visual recently became a
SMART Technologies Certified Training
Centre in three provinces, underscoring its
expertise in SMART Boards for collaborative
learning environments and various teaching
styles of today’s classrooms.
“It is very hard to find people to provide
the level of service that our customers
have come to expect. As a result we have
addressed this by providing training from
the day an employee starts and to continuously train.” says Bailey of the task of
finding talent.
“[We] just expanded into Texas, Alabama,
Tennessee. With new territories come new
challenges,” says Julie Solomon, marketing
manager at CCS Presentation Systems, adding
that the firm is “working to consolidate services
and operations between locations.” C I

“We serviced and we
serviced and we serviced,
and we responded to
everybody.”
—MICHAEL HESTER,
BEACON COMMUNICATIONS
“We serviced and we serviced and we
serviced, and we responded to everybody,”
Hester says. “So now, when jobs come to
bid, and schools do still have to bid, the spec
says, ‘It shall be Beacon,’ and the phone
number is there.”
“We are investing heavily in training.
Well-trained employees are able to replicate
consistent installation over and over. Our
customer services staff works together very

Reported by Arlen Schweiger
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